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1. Om Mani Padme Hum 24.01 2. Mantra Of Avalokiteshvara 23.55 3. Om Mani Padme Hum (Alternate Version) 26.29 

Deep spirituality and compassion are at the heart of Tibetan Buddhism, and music 
and chant have always been, for the Buddhist, an important path of spiritual 
enlightenment. Rooted in the Tibetan mountains, the music of this collection is 
both powerful and meditative, reflecting the ancient lifestyle of the Tibetan people. 
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1. Om Mani Padmc Hum 

Performers - Song Huei Liou & Ya Ging Ging / Music Arranger - Huan Tung Sun 

Reciting - Lead by Sheng Homg k Sheng Yan / Instruments - Wooden drum, flute, 

two-string, lute, electronic instruments 

SgMsSfil 

2, Mantra Of Avaiokiteshvara 

Performers - Song Hud Liou k Ya Ging Ging / Music Arranger - HuanTung Sun 

Reciting - Lead by Sheng Yan / Instruments - Wooden drum, flute, two-string, 

lute, electronic instruments 



3. Om Maui Padme Hum {Alternate Version] 

Reciting - lead by Sheng Homg (vocal! 

Ail tracks (Traditional/Arr, Sun) Copyright Control 

Other titles available on the feceme label: 

A Flavour Of India - N'SCD 029 

Listening to Indian classical nijsil can be an 

enlightening experience hut it |emaltds the 

attention of the listener. This IglelttDnnf songs | 

is an alluring introdjiction to the ngstibl and | 

hvnnotic sound of India. I I I 
is an alluring introduction to ffie ntystkal and * 

hypnotic sound of India, I > 

Screnada * NSCD 020 
From the picturesque Portugese town of Coimbra 

comes the original fado, a timeless serenade that, 

with echoes of blues, Brazilian pop, cveit opera, 

is perhaps the most romantic of all guitar and 

vocal music. \ 

Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan ‘Rapture* - NSCD 013 

In terms of emotion, prowess and mesmeric 

power, there is no equal to the voice of the 

legendary qawwaii singer Nusrat Fateh 4 

j|te proof is on this hypnotic collection, Ra 

To,obtain a FREE full colour catalogue of, 

^l«ses on the Nascente label, sentFwAA SiA F.. 

R^Prodcat, Music Collection International 76-- 

Dean Street, London W1V 5HA. 



The deep spiritual power of 

Tibetan Buddhism is legendary 

- and the new Holly wood films 

- Seven Years In Tibet, starring 

Brad Pitt, and Kundun, 

directed by Martin Scorsese - 

arc only the most recent 

examples of the fascination it 

exerts. For years Tibet existed 

as a monastic kingdom, an 

almost legendary world, scaled 

off from outside influences by 

the Himalayas. Francis 

Younghusband finally led 

British troops into the capital, 

Lhasa, in 1904 where he 

underwent a deeply religious 

experience that made him 

change his life. Chinese troops 

arrived in 1959 and ail but a 

handful of the country’s 6,000 

monasteries were destroyed in 

the invasion and subsequent 

Cultural Revolution. 

of Lhasa’s Potaia Palace and the 

country's temples, but above all 

it is manifest in the people. 

altitude and the all-pervading 

smell of juniper incense and 

vak butter candles. 

without enduring countless 

deaths and reincarnations. For 

devout followers, it involves 

compassion, meditation, self- 

denial and the channelling of 

energy towards cnlightenmehr. 

In mountaineering terms it’s a 

sheer ascent to the summit as 

opposed to an indirect, but * 

safer route. 

right. Worship is facilitated hv 

the use of mantras - short 

prayers which arc repeated 

over and over again, Simple 

people recite them as they 

turn the temple prayer wheels’, 

{which also have mantras 

packed inside thctjil and 

monks intone them to aid 

rrfrchfatmili “Om Mani Padme 

Hum,” meaning “pin! the. 

jewel in the lotus ” is the rhost 

holy of Tibetan mantras; It is 

the mantra of compassion 

inscribed on stones rigjfP*®' 

across Tibet. A mantra or 

chant like this becomes even 

more potent if it is repeated 

an auspicious number of 

times. For instance 108 is the 

number of discourses 

attributed to the historical 

Buddha. Jjt 

Buddhism is still at the centre 

of Tibetan life. As a visitor to 

Tibet it strikes you everywhere: 

people clamouring for pictures 

of the Dalai Lama, their exiled 

spiritual leader; vvorshippers 

young and old thronging into 

the Jokhang, the principal 

temple in Lhasa; pilgrims 

prostrating themselves as they' 

make a circuit of a monastery 

or journey huge distances on 

their hands and knees for 

special festivals. There is still a 

sense of other-worldlincss, 

perhaps encouraged by the high 

Buddhism is based on the 

teachings of Siddhartha 

Gautama, an Indian prince 

born around 500BC, who 

forsook wealth and worldlincss 

to live as an ascetic and found 

enlightenment (Nirvana) 

through fasting and meditation. 

His teachings were taken up in 

different forms and took root 

in Tibet in the 7th century’ as 

Vajrayana or Tantric 

Buddhism. This school 

espouses a swift path to 

enlightenment that can be 

achieved in one lifetime 

The other mantra on this 

recording is devoted to 

Avalokiteshvara (also known 

in Tibet as Chenrezigl, one of 

the prinapleBodiiisattvas of 

Tihetan Buddhism. 

Avalokiteshvara is the 

Bodhisattva of compassion, 

effectively the patron saint# 

Tibet, who appears in many, 

different aspects. He is " ‘ 

depicted in virtually cycry 

(temple with up to JI leads - 
aiul JOOO arms which 

represer/f omnipresente, 

However, in the last few years 

there has been a relaxation of 

control and some rebuilding of 

monasteries. The doctrine of 

Tihetan Buddhism has 

undoubtedly been a means of 

survival over the past forty 

years and anyone who is lucky 

enough to visit Tibet comes 

away with an overwhelming 

feeling of spiritual power. It is 

bound up with the astonishing 

landscape of this Shangri-La 

perched above the clouds, with 

the extraordinary architecture 

Important Figures in Tihetan 

Buddhism are the 

Bodhisattvas who can be 

likened to saints. They arc 

beings who have 

compassionately refrained 

from entering Nirvana in 

order to save others and they 

arc worshipped in their own 

(&ft£8§f Like any 

Buddhism 

explained orevcp ratiftffal^ 

understood. It require* 

devotion, meditation, 

concentration and faith, 

Music and chant has always 

been an important way to 

spiritual enlightenment. It 

prepares the mind to accept 

the universal truths# ; :V 

Buddhism, ThrinosItrVippwlr 

ha< its nfot* in 

mountain fasfnessj tint 

stretches to infinity.' 




